## Semester 2, 2020
### 27 July - 30 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9.30-12.30pm | **DM/DP/DS3/9030S**  The Art of Reconciliation  
Tim McCowan | **DP2/3/9264S**  Supervised Theological Field Education B  
Penny Martin | **XT9010S**  Doing Theology - Integrative Capstone  
Brian Macallan  
(See unit outline for dates) | **BS2/3/9002S**  Bible, Trauma and Growth  
Angela Sawyer | **AL2/8200P**  Introduction to Greek B  
Delivered at CTM, Parkville |
| 1.30-4.30pm | **CH1/8001S**  Early Church and Modern Quests for an Ancient Faith  
Kerrie Handasyde |  | **DP1/8002S**  Leadership Formation Praxis  
Penny Martin | **CT1/8002S**  Theology for Today's World  
Brian Macallan | **CT2/3/9018S**  Parables and their Interpretations  
Stephen Curkpatrick |
| 6.00-9.00pm | **BN/CT2/3/9018S**  Parables and their Interpretations  
Stephen Curkpatrick | **DM/DP/DS3/9730S**  The Art of Reconciliation  
Tim McCowan | **BA2/3/9702S**  Amos & Hosea: Prophets for Justice and Fidelity  
Angela Sawyer | **DS2/3/9719S**  The Nurture and Spiritual Guidance of Children  
Andrew Menzies & Beth Barnett | **XT9710S**  Doing Theology - Integrative Capstone  
Brian Macallan |

### Online
- **DM/DP/DS3/9730S**  The Art of Reconciliation  
Tim McCowan
- **DP2/3/9702S**  Pastoral Care in Situations of Abuse and Trauma  
Chris Turner
- **DP2/3/9722S**  Pastoral and Spiritual Care in a Multi-Faith Context: Reflecting, Respecting, Practising  
Chris Turner
- **BA2/3/9702S**  Amos & Hosea: Prophets for Justice and Fidelity  
Angela Sawyer
- **CH1/8001S**  Early Church and Modern Quests for an Ancient Faith  
Kerrie Handasyde
- **CT3/9797S**  Churches of Christ Identity  
Stephen Curkpatrick
- **DS2/3/9719S**  The Nurture and Spiritual Guidance of Children  
Andrew Menzies & Beth Barnett
- **XT9710S**  Doing Theology - Integrative Capstone  
Brian Macallan

### Intensive
- **DA1/8015S**  Children and Families Ministry: Core Issues for Excellence in Practice  
Beth Barnett  
15 – 17, 20 – 22 July at CTM, Parkville
- **DP3/9025S**  Pastoral Responses to Mental Health Issues  
Sr Rosalind Cairns  
14, 15, 28, 29 August, 18, 19 September
- **DP9017S**  Supervision in Spiritual Care Using Critical Reflection  
Fiona Gardner  
16 - 18 September, 15 October, 19 November
- **DS2/3/9019S**  The Nurture and Spiritual Guidance of Children  
Andrew Menzies & Beth Barnett  
25 – 27, 30 November, 1 – 2 December at CTM, Parkville
- **DM2/3/9026S**  Dietrich Bonhoeffer: On Ego, Power and Freedom in Ministry and Mission  
Mick Duncan  
29 July - 5 August
- **Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE)**  
Refer to CPE Schedule

### Mixed Mode
- **DP/DA2/3/9095S**  Theological and Practical Perspectives on Christian Leadership  
Graham Hill  
21 July, 11 August, 15 September & 13 October (Plus 9 online sessions)

---

Please note: All Semester 2 units will be conducted in remote mode, with “classroom units” meeting online via Zoom, mostly in the scheduled timeslots. Even if return to face-to-face classes becomes permissible, remote learning will continue throughout semester to ensure ongoing, safe access for all.

Last updated: 26 April 2020.
Timetable is accurate at time of upload and is subject to change without notice.